
East Bluff Board supplementary meeting 07/09/2018 
Start: 6 PM  

Stop: 8:09 PM 

 

 The East Bluff board went to look at units that had submitted fencing requests. 

After viewing  the units the Board came up with the following list of units in ranked order. 

 

Fencing ranking for order for list of importance in getting work done.  

415 

523- Just panels that need to be replaced. 

531  

443-Just panels need to be replaced 

315 -Most technically challenging fence replacement  due to other obstructions at the unit.  

 

Jackson suggested that the board commit to doing  the first three  request on the list and wait on the 

rest of the request.  Waiting would give  the board time to see if any additional fencing requests come, 

and then allow them to reassess the priorities for fencing at that time. 

 

Jacksons proposed  that the board  replace the siding on units 415,531, and 315 because these will be 

the most challenging to do. Jackson also suggested that we could potentially  have another contracter 

come in and install new fencing panels. Jackson will talk with our contracter ( Clay) about  looking at all 5 

fences, and then see how Clay would rank them in terms or priorities.  

 

Questions that were raised during the meeting: 

What criteria do you us for ranking replacement of  fences? 

Some possible criteria that were raised were : 

Are there any safety issues with the fence? 

Are the posts rotted? Is the fence leaning? 

Degree  to which the wood has rotted?   

How severe is the paint peeling or chipping on the fence?  

To what degree are these things affecting the fence? 

 

Replacement of fencing?  Do we go after the fences with the rotten posts first?  Then do we 

replacement? 

 

How do we move this forward currently and come up in the future plan? Jackson suggested going back 

to  examine the  posts at the locations that requested replacement fencing, and using the stability of the 

posts as a criteria to help determine replacement. 

 

Nikki thought it would be nice to not have  a backlog for the new superintendent of work orders when 

they are brought on  board.  



 

What is our vision for fencing and siding?  Can we come up with a vision statement for how to do 

fencing and siding?  Should we have the new superintendent involved with the statement or drafting of 

the statement?   

 

Can we have a starting statement and then work from their with the new superintendent? 

 

Jacksons proposes that replace the siding on units 415,531, and 315 because these will be the most 

challenging to do. Jackson also suggested that we could potentially  have another contracter come in 

and install new fencing panels. Jackson will talk with our contracter ( Clay) about  looking at all 5 fences, 

and then see how Clay would rank them in terms or priorities.  

 

The suggestion was made that we involve the long range planning committee in assisting coming  up 

with criteria or  a ranking system or determine how fencing and siding priorities. 

 

Jackson said we could table  the lawncare and  tree trimming discussion for  a future meeting.  

 

There will be Interviews  this Wednesday (07/11/2017)  for up to three superintendent candidates.  

Only Anthony is currently scheduled for Wednesday at 6:30 PM. 

 

Jackson brought up a brief  discussion on lawn care. Jackson wondered if  can we just a use fertilizer and 

not a herbicide? Generally the two chemicals are combined and applied at the same time.  Can Trugreen 

just apply the fertilizer and not the herbicide? 

 

Discussed possible Mid year meeting dates with  Sept-16th,18th being suggested as well as  Oct 9th, 

16th. 

 

Discussion of Emily’s staff  meeting with Kris. Kris is taking over work orders. Help Kris set up plane and 

see what is is getting done. Make sure that Kris is not owning everything, so when we get a new hire 

they can come in and set up their own system. 


